Frosh To Choose Class Officers In Election Today

By CHRIS MACMURRAY

The class of ’72 swings into action as the freshmen elect their first officers today. Voting is taking place all day in the lobby of Memorial Auditorium.

Candidates for the important office of president include Robert Coffman, an English major who resides in Webster Hall; Terry B. Lee, a commuting psychology major; Frank Perez, Spanish major and community; Bob Ricciardelli, off-campus English major; and Mariano Vega, a dorm student and Spanish major.

Candidates for vice-president are Kenneth R. Biebe, social science; George Bodnordycz, biology; Marleene Lenegood, music; John Walker, speech; and Mal Jerome Williams, Latin.

Four freshmen vie for the office of secretary. They are Geoffrey Jolle, Spanish; Francine Neibaula, business; Alice Shamesy, home economics; and Alicia A. Thomas, home economics.

Marvin Hamilton, business administration; Janice E. Lawlor, mathematics; Marvin Leengood, social science; Joyce Shuback, mathematics; and Judi Steinen, physical education, have high hopes for a wealthy class as they compete for the office of treasurer.

Seven eager contenders for the position of SGA representative include freshmen: John Varner, English; Fred Carrig, Spanish; Audrey Haynes, French; Edward Lampe, mathematics; Lisa Jacobs; Michael Mastromine, Spanish; Marcus Medal, Spanish; and Micheline Ann Vetter, home economics.

SDS’ers

Air Views

A meeting concerning the formation of an MSC chapter of Students for a Democratic Society (SDS) was held to inform the campus community of the structure and organization of SDS.

Prior to the meeting, Richard Insley, who has been active in organizing the SDS at Montclair, said, “Maybe tonight the complete idea of SDS will be discussed.” After the meeting he speculated that the organization could be drawn up in less than a week.

The meeting was supposedly centered on SDS state representatives who spoke on national aims in relation to the actual organization which would exist at MSC.

Insley was careful to impress upon the participants that, “We’re not here to take over or to disrupt,” but only want to solve our problems through participatory democracy.

Construction Begins For Valley Road Intersection; New Exit Being Planned

By DINO EFLYCHIOU

The congestion of traffic at Montclair State and its surrounding roads may be alleviated in the near future. Construction is already underway for improvement of existing roads leading to and from campus and a new outlet for traffic in the planning stage.

At the corner of Normal Avenue and Valley Road, posts for the long awaited traffic light have been erected. The streets themselves have been widened for the purpose of adding a third lane to keep traffic moving during turns. This tripp, lane situation on Valley Road will continue the length of the college property.

These remedies could do away with the present practice by the college of paying Montclair police overtime pay to direct traffic.

Meanwhile, plans for a new entrance and exit for commuters are being drawn up. The plans call for a vehicle and pedestrian bridge to cross the railroad tracks somewhere below the freshman parking lot. The bridge will connect the campus to Clove Road.

Additional parking lots will be constructed on the west side of the railroad tracks. The hope is that, depending on where cars are parked, automobiles may be channelled out in different directions. For instance, people leaving one parking lot will have to drive over the bridge, while those leaving another will have to go onto Normal Avenue. To insure that these plans will be adhered to, flyers will be circulated with instructions on proper routes to take.

Long range plans pertaining to traffic situation include the purchase of the Houdaille quarry property. This land will probably be used for parking lots and possibly athletic fields. Multi-level garages can be used along the cliffs to escalate students up to the campus itself. Possibly there might be a jitney system to transport people back and forth from the parking lots. Architects have even considered turning the quarry into a lake!

By PAT HANRAHAN

The ratio set by the state of one teacher to every 16 students at MSC is still in effect. However, the effectiveness of this hypothetical balance is being threatened by many factors, the most recent being a decrease of individual teacher loads from 15 hours to 12.

On June 21, 1968, the N.J. Board of Higher Education in its Academic Personnel Policies for N.J. State Colleges approved this new 12 hour load for all teachers. However, this new policy was approved too late to be put in effect at MSC for the fall term. Therefore it will be in effect in the spring for all departments.

For the present semester, the administration yielded to many teacher requests and allowed each department chairman to take a vote in his department. This vote determined if the department would adopt the smaller teaching load for this term.

Teacher loads are similar to student semester hours. In the past at MSC, teachers had 15 hours of classes a week to teach. Many faculty members felt this load did not leave sufficient time for preparation of course material. Office hours and advising campus groups also cut into any free time.

D e p a r t m e n t s s u c h a s mathematics and English are on the new load system, while the education department and the social sciences department have remained on the 15 hour norm.

This decrease, from 15 hours to 12 hours represents a one-fifth reduction in the number of class hours taught by each instructor. In order to compensate for this, (Continued on Page 7)

UN DAY

Community, College

To Mark Observance

"This community-wide observance offers for all of us an opportunity... to meet freedom’s demands for international understanding and cooperation,” commented Montclair Mayor Matthew G. Cartier. Mayor Cartier has again undertaken the direction of the annual observance in honor of the founding of the United Nations.

This year is especially significant in that President Lyndon Johnson has designated this as the 20th anniversary of the Declaration of Human Rights.

According to Mr. Harry Goldsmith, chairman of the 1968 event, the event will take place on Oct. 24 at 8 p.m. at the Mt. Hebron Junior High School, Upper Montclair, and will have for its theme, “For All Humanity.”

Mrs. Robert R. Meyner, wife of the former Governor of New Jersey, will be the main speaker.

Other events of the program will include a musical trio performing Beethoven’s Opus 11 and a pertinent dramatic interpretation by three MSC junior speech majors, Doreen Davis, Jeff Hall and James Johnson.

A drawing will also be held to select a Montclair family to represent the town at the United Nations. The selected family will participate in a special tour meeting ambassadors, having dinner with delegates and attending a reception.

College students, faculty and friends are all invited to attend the event.
MSC Professor From Kenya Proves Man of Many Talents

By JILL SCHNEIDER

In six years he has earned his B.A. and M.A. degrees and is within moments of a Ph.D. Industrial Organization. Quite the understatement.

Mr. Mutiso, a political science professor on campus, came to the U.S. in June of 1962 from Kenya, Africa. Although America was not his only choice for his further education, it was his final choice because he didn't wish to waste years in learning a new language. England was also ruled out since he had been politically involved in the decolonization movement of Kenya.

Working his way financially through all his degrees, Mr. Mutiso found no problems besides the financial aspect other than, as he himself puts it, the "American problem."

Professor Mutiso first thought of studying medicine at the University of Miami. He moved into the political science field in which he holds his degrees. He received his B.A. from Parson's College, Iowa, his M.A. from the University of Wisconsin, and is now finishing his Ph.D. at Syracuse University.

Teaching has kept Professor Mutiso mentally on his toes and he intends to keep his classes in the same state of alertness. Even though political writing has been incorporated into his writing, he always wishes to talk to the people involved in the statements and see what really happened. A clarification of policy can do much to define a situation which, at first glance, appears unfounded.

This is not a condemnation of Professor Mutiso staff, it is simply a reminder to the wary student to be cautious in his free interpretation of a statement. It is up to the individual reader to find out if a statement is accurate, or if dynamic journalism has been employed to such an extent that the student is misled. The discerning individual can appreciate everything which is said in this world.

At this point, a reminder is in order — a reminder that tomorrow returns to its home field and battles under the lights at Spague Field. Much support will be appreciated by the players, cheerleaders, and Indians so get out and support your team.

BOB MARTINEZ
SGA President

Let's YOUR SGA

Of Ministration and Football

Many times ministration of statements can lead to an almost complete turn-around of the opinions of an individual. A misconstrued notion can make a person say "yes" when he was really saying "no." In the MONTCLARION issue two weeks ago, for instance, a page one article headed, "Blanton Questions Need for Free MSC Campus" pictured the Dean as having doubted the value of a free campus; however, anyone who has spoken to the Dean can clearly see that his sentiments lie toward an open campus. Now this is not saying that someone was "bad," but this is saying that someone misunderstood a statement and, as a result, reported this statement.

That is why it is always important to remember the availability of SGA officers. When an article similar to the other is read, it is always wise to look into the people involved in the statements and see what really happened.

"Introduction to Psychology" in the freshman year, "Educational Psychology" in the sophomore year, "School in American Society" in the junior year and "Historical and Philosophical Foundations of Education" in the senior year.

"The other six hours are elective courses taken in the junior and senior years. Each department school now has its own methods courses, and this accounts for the decrease in education requirements.

This is not a condemnation of Montclair State football team staff, it is simply a reminder to the wary student to be cautious in his free interpretation of a statement. It is up to the individual reader to find out if a statement is accurate, or if dynamic journalism has been employed to such an extent that the student is misled. The discerning individual can appreciate everything which is said in this world.

At this point, a reminder is in order — a reminder that tomorrow returns to its home field and battles under the lights at Spague Field. Much support will be appreciated by the players, cheerleaders, and Indians so get out and support your team.

BOB MARTINEZ
SGA President

Work in Europe

American Student Information Service has arranged jobs, tours & studying in Europe for over a decade. Choose from thousands of good paying jobs in 15 countries, study at a famous university, take a Grand Tour, transatlantic transport, travel independently. All permits, etc. arranged through this low cost & recommended program. On the spot help from AISB offices while in Europe. For educational fun-filled, profitable experience of a lifetime send $2 for handbook. All permits, travel independently. All permits, etc. arranged through this low cost & recommended program. On the spot help from AISB offices while in Europe. For educational fun-filled, profitable experience of a lifetime send $2 for handbook. All permits, travel independently. All permits, etc. arranged through this low cost & recommended program. On the spot help from AISB offices while in Europe. For educational fun-filled, profitable experience of a lifetime send $2 for handbook. All permits, travel independently. All permits, etc. arranged through this low cost & recommended program. On the spot help from AISB offices while in Europe. For educational fun-filled, profitable experience of a lifetime send $2 for handbook. All permits, travel independently. All permits, etc. arranged through this low cost & recommended program.

Get a Swingline Tot Stapler

"The Swingline cut out from any Swingline package (or reasonable facsimile) is Swingline® par excellence. Satisfaction guaranteed."

Players Experimental Theatre Group announces auditions for the "Brig" All male cast — improvisational auditions Oct. 24 and 25 2 groups — 5 p.m. Studio Theatre

Giant Poster from any photo

2 ft x 3 ft. only 1.95

Send any black & white or color photo (no negatives) and the name "Swingline" cut out from any Swingline package (or reasonable facsimile) to: P. O. Box 165, Woodside, N.Y. 11377. Envelope $1.95 value. Satisfaction guaranteed.
Black Unity: The chief concern now.

By DAVID M. LEVINE
Montclair Features Editor

For Newark ghetto residents and political leaders Nov. 5 will prove to be a most crucial date in that city's history. A special election aimed at filling three vacancies on the City Council will take place. And for all intents and purposes, this election is the prelude to bigger stakes in 1970 - the chance for a black man to become mayor of Newark.

"But unity is our main problem right now," claims Harry Wheeler, a noted civil rights leader and teacher in the Newark public schools. It was Wheeler last June that called for both moderate and militant black community leaders to join in the formation of a black power convention.

"The intention of the convention," said Wheeler, "was to select candidates acceptable to both moderates and radicals and to install a sense of unity among black voters."

The speaker representing the militant voice at the convention was LeRoi Jones, a playwright by occupation. Jones, who was arrested for illegally possessing two guns during the six-day 1967 riot and currently out pending appeal, is well known for his anti-white feelings.

While convention leaders like to think their effort was a success, it was estimated that only 550 people turned up at the first session. The leaders expected West Jersey Junior High School's auditorium with 960 seats to be jammed. It wasn't.

"We can control this city by 1970 if we can just unite this once," pleaded Jones.

"It will take massive voter registration... just because we have a majority of the population (it) doesn't mean a thing until we get out and vote."

The next day a mere 600 delegates showed up and committees began formulating policies on which the campaign would be based.

Black Power Not Now

The idea of getting ghetto leaders and citizens together to work on obtaining black power is nothing new. In 1966 an all-black organization was formed to develop "a united bloc of black voters behind black candidates for the political emancipation of the Negro."

The immediate goal was to elect a black mayor in Montclair by 1968; a black mayor for East Orange in 1969; and a black mayor for Newark by 1970.

It is interesting to note that the city of Montclair elected Matthew Carter as its mayor, a Negro in a predominantly white, upper middle-class city.

The president of this organization was Theodore Pinkney, a 35-year-old Newarker who was picked last June by the convention to run for a councilman-at-large seat in Newark.

Pinkney, a high-school math teacher, has served as a director of educational programs for disadvantaged ghetto teenagers.

Along with Pinkney, Donald C. Tucker was selected for councilman to run from Newark's predominantly Latin East Ward. Tucker, an organizer with the United Community Corporation, a group actively working toward understanding between the races, is classified as a "political activist."

While Pinkney and Tucker were selected, Lucius Tompkins and Leon Ewing were rejected by the convention. BLACK NEWARK, a militant ghetto newspaper, claims that Tompkins and Ewing plan "to act like niggers and run for election" against the convention's choice of Pinkney and Tucker.

Ewing, an experienced Negro politician and member of the Republican party, recently charged that "unbiased delegates... representing the entire black community were to select the most qualified black man... This did not take place."

Ewing added: "I was not chosen because I refused to hate people."

But the possibility of the black convention's hand-picked men succeeding in November for their respective offices may be an entirely different story. In Newark there are about 134,000 registered voters, and the most educated guess claims approximately 45,000, or one-third of the voters will cast ballots. But since there's no actual racial or ethnic breakdown, "any guess is just as good," stated a spokesman for the Board of Elections.

Civil rights leader Harry Wheeler stated: "We think there are about 105,000 Negroes of voting age. And we're trying to reach them through massive voter registration programs... like the one to commemorate the late Rev. King."

Hence, the future looks a bit bleak for election prospects right now.

"White Backlash"

And to add to the problem of blackmen getting elected to office, a "white backlash" is developing in the Newark City Council elections.

The major white contenders include Anthony Imperiale and Anthony Giuliani, Imperiale, who is affectionately called the "Big T," is a vigilante group in the predominantly Italian north ward. The North Ward Citizens Committee is said to have about 2000 members with a large proportion of its membership paying $2 a month for protection. Imperiale claims, however, that he's there to keep the north ward "peaceful."

Anthony Giuliani, a detective and former president of the Patrolman's Benevolent Association, is running on a "law and order" platform.

In all, the 1968 City Council race is shaping up to be a significant power play by the whites as well as the Negroes who make up a majority of Newark's population. It is evident that the Negroes feel change is necessary and with that change a black man will eventually become Newark's mayor.

are your contact lenses more work than they're worth?

If you're tired of using two or more separate solutions to take care of your contact lenses, you have the solution. It's Lensine the all-purpose lens solution for complete contact lens care - preparing, cleaning, and soaking. Just a drop or two of Lensine before you insert your contacts coats and lubricates the lens surface making it smoother and non-irritating. Cleaning your contacts with Lensine retards the buildup of foreign deposits on the lenses. Lensine is sterile, self-sanitizing, and antiseptic making it ideal for storage of your lenses result in the growth of bacteria on the lenses. And you get a removable storage case on the bottom of every bottle, a noisy endanger vision.

LENSINE exclusive for proper lens hygiene. It has been demonstrated that improper storage between wearings may result in the growth of bacteria on the lenses. This is a sure cause of eye irritation and could lead to infection. If you need a new pair of contact lenses or a change in your prescription, please contact Lensine for a free consultation.

Contact Lens Cleaning Solution
Lensine exclusive for proper lens hygiene. It has been demonstrated that improper storage between wearings may result in the growth of bacteria on the lenses. This is a sure cause of eye irritation and could lead to infection.

Contact Lens Cleaning Solution
Lensine exclusive for proper lens hygiene. It has been demonstrated that improper storage between wearings may result in the growth of bacteria on the lenses. This is a sure cause of eye irritation and could lead to infection.
LET'S SEE THE LIGHT

With only two roadways leading off campus, traffic tie-ups at Montclair are inevitable. However, traffic flow on and off campus will be facilitated by the eventual placement of a traffic light at the corner of Valley Road and Normal Avenue.

With over 2850 commuters, the majority using the Valley Road access to the campus, the light will regulate the traffic and provide a measure of safety for both pedestrians and drivers who may risk their lives when they attempt to cross Valley Road, either on foot or in a car.

Last May 16, after the industrious efforts of many MSC students, the N.J. Department of motor vehicles approved the placement of a traffic light at the corner of Valley Road and Normal Avenue. With over 2850 commuters, the majority using the Valley Road access to the campus, the light will regulate the traffic and provide a measure of safety for both pedestrians and drivers who may risk their lives when they attempt to cross Valley Road, either on foot or in a car.

Last May 16, after the industrious efforts of many MSC students, the N.J. Department of motor vehicles approved the placement of a traffic light at the corner of Valley Road and Normal Avenue. With over 2850 commuters, the majority using the Valley Road access to the campus, the light will regulate the traffic and provide a measure of safety for both pedestrians and drivers who may risk their lives when they attempt to cross Valley Road, either on foot or in a car.

Five months later the blinker is still not in use. There are no signs that the light will be put into operation any time soon.

Although not schooled in engineering procedures, we realize that it should not take five months to put up one traffic light. Whether some slight complication or some 'state of New Jersey red-tape' is involved, the delay is not relaxing the mind of the Montclair commuter who leaves the building at 6 p.m.

It is realized that the traffic light is not a "cure-all" for the existing situation. But the present traffic situation will be eased with some quick action on the part of the highway department.

Let the State of New Jersey and the county of Essex now move to action!

NEW TIDE IN LEARNING

Teaching a large class of college students the philosophies of Hegel, Plato and Aristotle is hard enough, but to try to do so when there is a slight flood in the middle of one’s so-called "classroom" is deplorable.

However, this was the situation last week, as the rains poured and the "Development of Education" class plunged into an hour of soggy yet attentive note-taking.

The scene described above is not at all uncommon on the MSC campus. Leaks can be found in several classrooms and offices and "temporary" barracks with lop-sided floors, noisy light fixtures, and little heat in winter have served as classrooms since 1945.

Partridge Hall, the "to be constructed" four story, air-conditioned classroom building is sorely needed and much anticipated. In the meantime, some large awaited repairs should be started in those already existing facilities. How about it, maintenance department?

November Conference

In last week’s article I agreed to describe a method for improving the existing decision making machinery here at the College. A conference will be held starting Thursday evening, Nov. 21 and running on through the morning, afternoon and evening of Nov. 22. Every student and faculty member of the college will ultimately be affected by the conclusions which will be reached at this conference and in a future article I will list their representatives their opinions about techniques for improving involvement in decision making on our campus.

FACULTY COUNCIL

Miss Huberta D. Alcaro Mr. Philip L. Witham Mr. William A. Ballare Dr. Carolyn Beck Bertrand F. Bouchier Dr. Martin Brown Gerard Caracciolo Dr. Ernest B. Fincher Dr. Carl E. Frankkon Oliver Gelston Mrs. Mary Hellman S. Marie Kubin Edwin Mills Karl R. Moll Dr. Dorothy J. Morse Dr. Earl E. Mosier George J. Petterlio James P. Pettergio Miss Marian Schiebel William B. Shadel B. Ernest Shire ADMINISTRATIVE COUNCIL

Dr. John R. Beard Dr. Laurence Bellagamba Mr. Alan L. Buchler Dr. Harold Bohn Dean Lawton W. Blanton Dr. Daniel Brower Dr. Leonard Buchner Vincent Calabrese Dr. Lillian A. Calcia Dr. Anne C. Castens Prof. Paul C. Clifford Dr. Philip S. Cohen Dr. Frank Cordasco Dr. Arthur W. Earl Dr. L. Howard Fox Dr. M. Herbert Freeman Dr. Milton A. Gaeng Dr. Irwin H. Gawley Prof. David Balderston Prof. Anthony R. Koosh Mr. Robert E. MacVane Dr. Samson McDowell Dr. Ward Moore Dean Allan Morehead Dr. Richard W. Tews Dr. Ralph Walter Thomas H. Richardson

SUBMIT NOW!

Comment, satire and general funny GALUMPH exists if you do

MC

ONE BENEFIT OF MSC’S AWAKENESS....
TO THE EDITOR:

We question just what it is that Mr. Insley is trying to say in his dichotomy of wearing fatigue shirts and peace medallions and verbalizing in loud and often obnoxious terms we are not part enough to assume active roles and initiate innovations while still remaining within the confines of the social machinery.

We ask what basis Mr. Insley has used to draw his correlation between "intellectualism" and such is the case.

We believe there are clear enough to assume active roles and initiate innovations while still remaining within the confines of the social machinery. We ask what basis Mr. Insley has used to draw his correlation between "intellectualism" and "protest." Are those of you who follow less deviant behavior patterns any less capable of intellectualism? We don't believe such is the case.

Mr. Insley is 100 per cent correct in his speculation that "need for apathy" on its campus. We seriously doubt that an organization such as the SDS would be received on this campus as APATHETICALLY as the Student Peace Union. We feel that if such an attempt were made, it would be soon brought to light that MSC students can be other than apathetic! We also feel that as a campus we are displaying both restraint and maturity by NOT "jumping on the protest bandwagon."

Should we show Mr. Insley our involvement and concern by jumping up and down in the lobby of Life Hall next week?

WILLIAM EICKHORST
ROBERT EBERSBACH
DAVID MCCLAY

The MONTCLARION will not be published next week, Oct. 25.
The Living Theatre: Experiment In Terror

Reviewed by
BONNIE MARRANCA
Drama and Arts Editor

The Theatre is alive and well at the Brooklyn Academy of Music. Back from their voluntary European exile The Living Theatre returned with a repertory of four new plays, each with a statement on the theatre's unique role. "Art may be bad, good or indifferent, but whatever adjective is used, we must call it art, and bad art is still art in exactly the same way that a bad emotion is still an emotion." (Marcel Duchamp)

The Living Theatre whatever it is doing, is doing it well. Who wants to watch a whole scene of wonderful vomiting or a half hour of brilliant masturbating? I find either very boring.

The actors make the point well enough. But the constant drone of noise and action is comparable to telling a joke and then asking, "did you get it?"

Antigone, for example, the orgy scene is enough to try anyone's patience. The repetition quickens the pace in the most important movement and dialog. Joanne Beck and Judith Malina, leaders of The Living Theatre, have broken down the fourth wall of theatre, between performer and actor is no longer in existence. Their powerful creation of Antigone from the Greek tragedy is an excoriating comment on war. Played off stage as much as on stage, the chorus members of Antigone shout, kick and punch at the audience with a ferocious realism, prompting reactions of both tension and fear. Are we afraid of our own brotherhood?

Disciples of free thought and involvement, The Living Theatre strives for freedom of all men. The powerful Antigone is as graphic a representation as can be found to man's inhumanity to man. This unflinching intensity is the key to the troupe's explosive performance.

Mysteries is a rather disengaging theatre piece. With over used phrases like "bun bomb," "Freedom now" and "free the blacks" it aptly synthesizes the philosophy of The Living Theatre. The only significant part of the play is the point at which the actors lock arms on stage with the actors in a symbolic gesture of brotherhood.

Overstuffed with grunts, moans and similar disgusting noises, Mysteries is one far past the point of exaggeration.

The Living Theatre is most assuredly an art form. But who needs its excesses until it has been absorbed into the mainstream of other art forms?

Antigone's Living Theatre leaves a lot to be desired in its method of approach. In its total mockery of man it has pushed the boundaries of human understanding far out of proportion. All that is left is grotesque caricature.

In its attempts to decipher the nature of man The Living Theatre seems to have forgotten that man is a spirit of many moods. To exaggerate the point of horror is to belittle the other to the edge of despair.

The album might have been titled Barbra's Greatest Hits and recorded in a studio. Instead they brought her to the people. And they were the luckiest people in the world. Just by listening to her sing People, a certain happiness is evident. First, an adolescent Barbra chirls you with tales of her mother's and father's absence, her life, her problems, her happiness. "I have the blues when I'm not in love...I need the blues to sing about my life...the blues give me a feeling...a feeling that I'm alive..." And you suddenly realize that the blues are the only music she has ever wanted to sing. As the evening wanes, she intones Silent Night, and the whole audience is lifted up.

Barb, as she is called, leads the crowd in her autobiographical story. As the evenning wanes, she intones Silent Night, and the whole audience is lifted up. As she disappeared, 270,000 hands and half as many voices called her back. They would only be calmed by Happy Days Are Here Again... "the skies above are clear again..."
That famous Greek, Socrates, has been quoted frequently for the wisdom of his philosophy of self knowledge. At MSC, there are those who also adhere to this doctrine and practice techniques of self-revelation in an intensive weekend program of interaction and communication with others. This program, known as the Human Relations Laboratory, will be sponsored once again on Oct. 24-27 by the College Life Union Board. This weekend program enables students to obtain skills in group dynamics, communication skills, and human interaction.

Students are broken up into groups of 15 people. In the groups the participants will learn by experience how their behavior affects others and how they in turn are affected by the actions of others. The individual learner by actual experience. Participants will learn sorting, group task, and group maintenance. Theory sessions will follow some of the meetings and deal with what transpires in the groups.

Due to limitations caused by the budget for HRL, only 110 students can be accommodated. Persons interested in understanding group dynamics should try to register as soon as possible registration is available at first come, first served.

The Human Relations Laboratory began at Montclair State in 1963. At that time the purpose of this faculty-student group was to influence campus culture. Leadership workshops were conducted for officers of various campus organizations in order to help them become more democratic in their leadership. The HRL emphasis has now shifted to the development of communication skills through group interaction.

The paper mill Playhouse in Millburn is offering all of their fall season plays at a 50% discount to students—buy one, get one free—on Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and Sunday evenings. Currently playing is Don't Drink the Water. Subsequent bills are L'Ivoire, Oct. 17 to Nov. 17 and 18, Do 11 from Nov. 19 to Dec. 15.
MONTCLARION

By JOHN DANTONI
Sports Editor

Montclair State College, behind a first-down-upend and a pair of long Dan Rodgers' field goals, knocked seventh ranked Central Connecticut State to the brink of the unbeaten in a 6-3 Saturday clifhanger at Artie Field. The game was the 13th visiting Indians a 2-2 record on the season and a 1-0 slate in the Eastern Football Conference. Connecticut now sports a 2-1 season log with an even 1-1 conference showing. The loss also cost the Blue Devils their number seven ranking in the weekly Lambert Cup poll, which determines the best medium-sized college football team in the East.

"This was the type of ball that I knew the boys were capable of playing," stated M.S.C. mentor Hank Ferris. "The boys have come of age as a football team. We made no mistakes. The team spirit was fantastic."

This spirit reigned throughout the M.S.C. defense with the handling of EFC All-League halfback Hal Brown being something that had to be seen to be believed. Brown's containment work throughout the contest as it forced the Blue Devils to the air — where they could only throw; the Blue Devils however, refused to crack and more than held his own in rescuing the Indians from down in their territory on several occasions.

It was Tecca who put Central in a hole by giving the Blue Devils possession on their own 12 yard line with three minutes left in the first quarter. In the last period the Indians marched to the Central Connecticut 26 before settling for Rodgers' 46 yard goal and a 6-0 halftime lead.

Central Connecticut's points were scored in the third stanza on Dennis Mullen's field goal from the 37 yard line, and then in the last quarter putting down dual for field position.

On the next play Stevens' toss was intercepted by Dave Green, who did well last season as a side horse specialist, shows great work. Bob Day who were elected co-captains. Rick, who won the Most Valuable Gymnast award for Syracuse University. Coach Orlick has already accepted the ideas of newly appointed Terry Orlick of Syracuses University. Coach Orlick will be assisted by Woody Jensen, a former standout from Temple University.

Although the team lost a capable line-up, the confidence and enthusiasm spiced this season despite the loss of Coach Bill Savering, who was named at Annapolis. The team, however, has already accepted the ideas of newly appointed Terry Orlick of Syracuse University. Coach Orlick will be assisted by Woody Jensen, a former standout from Temple University.

The team lost a capable line-up, the confidence and enthusiasm spiced this season despite the loss of Coach Bill Savering, who was named at Annapolis. The team, however, has already accepted the ideas of newly appointed Terry Orlick of Syracuse University. Coach Orlick will be assisted by Woody Jensen, a former standout from Temple University.

"We would probably not be violent and there would be absolutely no affiliation with Columbia," he added.

The basic differences between the state organization and the one which would operate at Montclair were illustrated when Mr. Michael Greco, a faculty member, asked one of the state representatives whether he believed that "the end justifies the means."

"The representative replied that "if the ends don't justify the means then what does?"

G A L U M P H I S I N E V I T A B L E . . . Selma is a product of your minds. Keep her breathing with creativity and wit upon which she feeds. Put your intelligence to work, submit now . . . we stand ready for a literacy revolution.
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"This was the type of ball that I knew the boys were capable of playing," stated M.S.C. mentor Hank Ferris. "The boys have come of age as a football team. We made no mistakes. The team spirit was fantastic."

This spirit reigned throughout the M.S.C. defense with the handling of EFC All-League halfback Hal Brown being something that had to be seen to be believed. Brown's containment work throughout the contest as it forced the Blue Devils to the air — where they could only throw; the Blue Devils however, refused to crack and more than held his own in rescuing the Indians from down in their territory on several occasions.

It was Tecca who put Central in a hole by giving the Blue Devils possession on their own 12 yard line with three minutes left in the first quarter. In the last period the Indians marched to the Central Connecticut 26 before settling for Rodgers' 46 yard goal and a 6-0 halftime lead.

Central Connecticut's points were scored in the third stanza on Dennis Mullen's field goal from the 37 yard line, and then in the last quarter putting down dual for field position.

On the next play Stevens' toss was intercepted by Dave Green, who did well last season as a side horse specialist, shows great work. Bob Day who were elected co-captains. Rick, who won the Most Valuable Gymnast award for Syracuse University. Coach Orlick has already accepted the ideas of newly appointed Terry Orlick of Syracuse University. Coach Orlick will be assisted by Woody Jensen, a former standout from Temple University.

Although the team lost a capable line-up, the confidence and enthusiasm spiced this season despite the loss of Coach Bill Savering, who was named at Annapolis. The team, however, has already accepted the ideas of newly appointed Terry Orlick of Syracuse University. Coach Orlick will be assisted by Woody Jensen, a former standout from Temple University.

"We would probably not be violent and there would be absolutely no affiliation with Columbia," he added.

The basic differences between the state organization and the one which would operate at Montclair were illustrated when Mr. Michael Greco, a faculty member, asked one of the state representatives whether he believed that "the end justifies the means."

"The representative replied that "if the ends don't justify the means then what does?"

G A L U M P H I S I N E V I T A B L E . . . Selma is a product of your minds. Keep her breathing with creativity and wit upon which she feeds. Put your intelligence to work, submit now . . . we stand ready for a literacy revolution.
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